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As has been widely reported, in TC Heartland the U.S. Supreme Court narrowed venue choices in patent cases under the patent venue statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1400.[1] Venue under Section 1400 is now no longer coextensive with the general venue statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1391, which allows lawsuits against companies in any district with personal jurisdiction over the defendant. More is needed under Section 1400, including an analysis of where the defendant has committed “acts of infringement.”[2]

In regular patent cases, identifying where an infringing acts happen — where the invention is made, used or sold — should usually be straightforward. Not so in Hatch-Waxman cases. As codified in 35 U.S.C. § 271(e)(2), the Hatch-Waxman Act permits a branded drug company to sue a generic drug company before any traditional infringing acts have occurred, when the generic merely seeks U.S. Food and Drug Administration approval to sell a copy of the patented drug. The act further excludes any experimental uses prior to FDA approval from suit. For these reasons, the Supreme Court and Federal Circuit have repeatedly characterized 271(e)(2) actions as “artificial” rather than actual infringement actions.[3]

District courts accordingly have struggled to apply Section 1400 in Hatch-Waxman cases. Two recent dueling decisions from Judges Barbara Lynn of the Northern District of Texas and Leonard Stark of the District of Delaware illustrate the problem.[4] Judge Stark observed that “there appears to be a complete mismatch between the backward-looking nature of the patent venue statute and the forward-looking nature of Hatch-Waxman litigation”; Section 1400 thus “creates an almost impenetrable problem in the particular context of Hatch-Waxman patent litigation.”[5] Judge Lynn acknowledged the problem too.[6] In trying to solve the dilemma, each judge came to a different view of where venue should lie, with Judge Stark reading Section 1400 broadly and Judge Lynn providing a narrower construction. The resulting uncertainty in where to sue is serious cause for concern.[7]

An issue no reported decision has yet questioned, however, is whether Section 1400 should apply in Hatch-Waxman cases at all. Before TC Heartland, there was no need — venue under Sections 1400 and 1391 was coextensive. But now the issue is ripe, and there are serious
arguments in favor of excluding Hatch-Waxman cases from Section 1400’s venue provisions. If Section 1391 controls, then these lawsuits could be brought in any district with personal jurisdiction over the defendant. Under the Federal Circuit’s Acorda decision, that would be anywhere the generic company plans to sell allegedly infringing drugs.[8]

To begin with, Section 1400 by its terms applies only in “a civil action for patent infringement.” A Hatch-Waxman case is not simply a “civil action for patent infringement.” A normal patent infringement action is a purely private claim for damages and/or injunctive relief by the patent holder against the alleged infringer. In contrast, the Hatch-Waxman Act has procedural and substantive elements that are qualitatively different than routine civil litigation. Among other things, FDA approval of the proposed generic drug can depend on the outcome of the Hatch-Waxman case.[9] If the patent owner prevails, then the FDA is statutorily prohibited from approving the generic drug until the patent expires. In other words, the Hatch-Waxman Act is a hybrid statute with both regulatory and patent elements. It is not a simple “civil action for patent infringement.”

It is already well-settled that not all cases that depend on an underlying question of patent infringement qualify as “civil actions for patent infringement” under Section 1400. As Judge Stark observed,[10] declaratory judgment actions by an accused infringer against the patent holder are not covered by Section 1400, even though such actions necessarily rest on the exact same issues as a patent infringement case — the validity of the patent and whether the accused infringer runs afoul of the patent’s terms. Like declaratory judgment actions, a Hatch-Waxman case can be viewed as an action that depends on underlying patent validity and infringement questions, but which is not itself a mere “civil action for patent infringement.”

Indeed, some courts have held that branded companies may bring declaratory judgment actions against generic drug companies as an adjunct to, or in lieu of, Hatch-Waxman claims under 271(e)(2).[11] No principled reason exists to treat those two sorts of claims differently for venue purposes. Moreover, as commentators have observed, Section 1400 by its terms cannot apply to foreign defendants that have no place of business in the U.S.;[12] the Supreme Court in TC Heartland declined to reverse its decision in Brunette Machine Works v. Kockum Industries subjecting foreign patent defendants to venue under Section 1391.[13] Many generic drug makers are located abroad. It would be extremely odd for foreign and domestic generic drug company defendants to be subject to different venue rules.

This reading of the statute is buttressed by the very language that bedeviled the Delaware and Texas courts — the ability to bring suit where “acts of infringement” have occurred. Section 1400 was drafted long before Hatch-Waxman,[14] and thus pegs venue to traditional acts of infringement — making, using, or selling an invention. Hatch-Waxman’s “artificial” infringement simply does not fit within these categories. Rather than trying to fit a square peg into a round hole, the better solution is to hold that these cases are not within Section 1400’s ambit.

While the legislative history of the Hatch-Waxman Act is notoriously sparse,[15] the act’s structure suggests Congress intended that Hatch-Waxman lawsuits should be brought wherever personal jurisdiction over the defendant exists, i.e., wherever allegedly infringing drugs will be sold. The FDA license permitted by Hatch-Waxman is national in scope. Generic drug companies thus generally sell nationwide. Moreover, often more than one generic drug company will seek approval to copy the same branded drug. It makes sense that generic drug companies that intend to compete with each other nationwide should be subject to nation-wide venue.

In contrast, trying these cases in different districts would create a risk of inconsistent results for the
same patent. The FDA would then be in a position the Hatch-Waxman Act does not envision — having to decide how to license a generic drug product when different courts have issued different rulings about the same patent covering the product. That could lead to the absurd result that one generic drug is allowed to market, while another identical generic drug is excluded from the market. Nothing in the Hatch-Waxman Act contemplates that result.

Other commentators have suggested that inconsistent results could be avoided through the multidistrict litigation process of 28 U.S.C. § 1407. The MDL statute allows the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation to consolidate related cases in a single district for pretrial purposes. While helpful, this mechanism would not solve the uniformity problem. The MDL panel often will not consolidate cases when only a few are pending in different districts. Yet it takes only two cases in different districts to create a risk of inconsistent results. More importantly, MDL consolidation is for pretrial purposes only. Consolidated cases are remanded to their original district for trial. As a result, the MDL statute cannot eliminate the risk that different trial judges will come to different views on the same patent.

In short, the relevant statutes and their policy objectives all point toward using Section 1391 to determine venue in Hatch-Waxman cases. The same is likely true for cases under the Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act, though that question is beyond the full scope of this article. If Section 1391 applies, then in most cases all matters related to a single patent will be able to be resolved in a single jurisdiction, streamlining litigation and ensuring the FDA receives clear guidance on the licensing decisions that can follow from a Hatch-Waxman litigation.
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[2] Section 1400(b) reads “Any civil action for patent infringement may be brought in the judicial district where the defendant resides, or where the defendant has committed acts of infringement and has a regular and established place of business.”


[18] In re Drowning Incident at Quality Inn Ne., Washington, D. C., on May 3, 1974, 405 F. Supp. 1304, 1306 (J.P.M.L. 1976) (finding two actions was “too few” to warrant MDL).

[19] 28 U.S.C. § 1407(a) (“Each action so transferred shall be remanded by the panel at or before the conclusion of such pretrial proceedings to the district from which it was transferred unless it shall have been previously terminated.”)